Your request for picture utilisation rights/ Additional information – Please fill in

Which picture you want to use?

___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

What is the title of your publication/ proposed usage?

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

How is it to be published?
Printed book (dissertation, monograph, collected volume)?
___________________________________________________________________

As a printed book:
Print run? _________________________________________________________________________
Sales price? _________________________________________________________________________

As an E-Book? _______________________________________________________________________

Digital usage (digital image station, film, animation on a website, etc.)? _______________________________________________________________________

Name of publisher or legal entity intending to bring out your publication?
___________________________________________________________________
For usage in a digitized form:

What are the technical measures taken by yourself or your publisher to avoid unauthorised downloading?
________________________________________________________________________________

What other usages do you possibly envisage?
(i.e. on flyers, posters, leaflets, as an advertising motif)
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

When used as a reproduction in an exhibition:

Title of the exhibition:________________________________________________________________________________
Place and Organizer:________________________________________________________________________________
Exhibition period:________________________________________________________________________________

Your data:

Name:________________________________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________________________________
Phone:________________________________________________________________________________
Email:________________________________________________________________________________

Please send to:

Städtische Museen Konstanz, Rosgartenstr. 3 – 5, D-78462 Konstanz
Or Email to: Katharina.Schlude@konstanz.de